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EDITORIAL
Prior to my election on the General Committee in 
1982, I had been at college for only two weeks. 
A t the Student Club elections I was bewildered as 
to why a new arrival should be entrusted to such a 
responsible position. Twelve months later I have the 
answer; it is inevitable that the Kanyana editor will 
spend the first two or three weeks of his/her Christ­
mas holidays compiling Kanyana. Nevertheless, I 
am grateful for the opportunity of being I.H.’s 
editor of Kanyana in 1983 and as the saying goes, 
opportunity knocks but once.
Looking back over the past twelve months I ’m 
sure that I can say, both for myself and the major­
ity of college residents, that I.H. offered a unique 
opportunity for each individual to expand upon what 
he/she has been and broaden what he/she is. However 
as a thought on next year, I pray that a remedy is 
discovered for that infectious disease, apathy, and 
that the new Committee for 1984 installs college 
spirit to its former level.
My aim for Kanyana ’83 is to provide college resi­
dents with a collection of the year’s events and 
activities. I hope that Kanyana '83 will provide stimu­
lating thought, entertainment, and happy memories 
o f this year and that everyone gained more than 
they lost.
Finally, by tradition, rather than by desire, I would 
like to thank the Kanyana Committee, who ever you 
were. Special thanks however goes to Spike Mulli­
gan, Ernie Van Buren, Narelle Chariish and Sandy 
Achurch for their dedicated assistance.
ROD BESA NT
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PRESIDENT’S
Usually the Student Club has very narrow concerns 
as it has been established to service our needs, but 
there is inherent in such a closed association, the pit- 
falls of insularity and introspection. This is one of 
the reasons why International House is different from 
other residential colleges on campus. Our motto is 
‘Brotherhood’ and the emphasis is on our acceptance 
of those who are different from ourselves.
The success o f International House as an experiemnt 
in Brotherhood and integration has been question 
every year at the time of the Annual General Meeting 
we gauge the success o f the outgoing committee and 
the likelihood of election of those nominating for 
positions on the basis of their attempts at ingergra- 
tion.The Board of Governors has formalised the 
questions in the past and confronted us — all things 
working. But it is every year the same question.
I believe that as an International House we should 
perhaps follow the lead of the Federal Government in 
realising the inadequacies of assimilating — demand­
ing that overseas students take up Australian ways— 
and adopt a line of thought more closely alligned 
with multi-culturalism — cultural experience, cultural 
exposure. We might not choose to embrace all of 
those cultures to which we are exposed, but I whole­
heartedly believe that living here, a student cannot 
help but be more open and accepting o f other cul­
tures than he/she may otherwise have been.
Sunday Suppers, organised this year by our Vice- 
President, Teresa Walker, are one way of exposing us 
to other cultures. The favourable response shown by 
students to International Suppers and dinners is 
indicative of the acceptance of the multicultural 
ideal. My thanks goes to Teresa for her work in this 
area. Also for the organisation of the College Photo­
graph and her public relations work with Rotary.
Next I would like to thank Emmie Chan, Secretary 
and Darren Anderson as Treasurer for their time 
spent handling the administrative matters of the 
Student Club.
The Social Committee, although offering fewer 
functions than seen in previous years, has organised a 
number of successful functions ranging from film 
nights and boat trips to our annual Formal, was 
pleased that attempts were made to broaden our 
horizons by holding functions with other colleges 
and o ff campus.
Sport is one of our most important contacts with 
the other colleges in I.C.C. and I extend thanks to 
Sandra Achurch and Andrew Walkden Brown, our 
Sports Convenors for their efforts. However it was 
somewhat disappointing when we had to drag to­
gether teams and at times forfeit matches. We are a 
small college, but perhaps, clearer organisation and 
more personal contact between Sports Convenors 
and all College residents well in advance of actual 
sporting events would encourage keener participation.
REPORT
Soiree again drew its usual crowd and I would like to 
thank everyone in college who spent time and energy 
on Soiree — ‘our one day of the year’, as Mr Cribb so 
fondly calls it. However here again, communication 
between convenors and College residents proved 
to be a problem, as many were unsure o f the plans 
for Soiree. Kiamana and her committee deserve high 
commendation for getting Soiree together.
Once again, I would like to thank the General Com­
mittee and all who have been involved in Student 
Club activities in any way from ‘O’ Week on. Good 
luck to Teresa and her committee for 1984.
KRIS WELLINGS
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I.H WARDEN’S 
REPORT
AND SO -  IT CAME TO PASS
Once upon a time, some visionary Queenslanders 
decided to build an unusual residential college in an 
old creek bed on the fringe of the University of 
Queensland campus. To this end they retained an 
innovative architect who designed towering build­
ings resembling gigantic salt shakers, but well able 
to withstand the 1974 flood.
For protection on the western side was the might 
and power of the Queensland University Regiment! 
To the north were soldierly rows of see-through 
glasshouses; to the east was the infinite beauty of 
the University’s Maintenance Section which provides 
a serenade of cacophonous and discordant noise. 
To the south, alas, all was vacant, allowing free access 
for marauders, not fortunate enough to live at the 
smarter end of Rock Street.
This visionary college opened its doors in March of 
1965 despite warnings o f its predestined and eventu­
al failure. In the eyes o f many, it had little to recom­
mend itself. Not only was it a non-denominational 
college, but also half o f its study-bedrooms were 
set aside for overseas students. Too many Queenslan­
ders thought such a policy was a bit much.
It was easier for the College and its members to 
achieve acceptance by the University community 
than it was to change prevailing attitudes within the 
wider community to an institution such as Internat­
ional House. On one occasion, for example, Ghana­
ian students were refused service at a nearby hotel 
as they were thought to be Aborigines. Even when 
their nationality was established, service was still 
refused. The University Union and Staff Associ­
ation put a black ban on the hotel for a month, 
but sadly the publican remained unrepentant and 
his hotel still flourishes.
The early years were d ifficu lt ones, but today there 
appears to be a lessening of senseless prejudice. The 
general public itself it better educated and has travel­
led and experienced more than it had twenty years 
ago. Community leaders -have to appreciate that 
Australia’s future, in economic and strategic terms lie 
to a large extent, within south-east Asia.
International House now has gained some sort of 
general recognition. Much as been achieved by almost 
two generations of students. We can safely assume 
that the Alumni of International House, who venture 
out all over the world, to take up their professional 
careers, will become, eventually, opinion leaders in 
this and in other countries. Hopefully their ‘ Inter­
nationalism’, fostered in this College, will be re­
flected in a desire to create an enlightened public 
opinion among their own people about other nations 
and their problems. This should result in a softening 
o f the current chauvinistic nationalism, and its 
replacement by a genuine pride in all that is good in 
their own country allied with an understanding and 
appreciation o f all that is of value in others.
They have passed a way which you are still to pass. 
Keep their contribution alive! The concept of inter­
national brotherhood remains a workable one. Any 
discrepancy between the ideal and its practice, is, 
in a large measure, correctable by human beings.
MR IVOR CRIBB
International House as seen rrom the Vet Science Building.
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International House from the glass houses.
Looking to I.H. from the top of the Vet Science Building.
B.O.G. PRESIDENT’S REPORT
A t the commencement of the 1984 academic year, 
International House will start its 20th year as a resi­
dential college within the University o f Queensland. 
It is appropriate that a review of the progress to date 
and what is envisaged in the future should be made. 
The original decision to have 150 students in resi­
dence was achieved as far back as 1969 with the 
opening of ‘G’ Tower and so the residential build­
ings were completed then. The money borrowed to 
enable this building programme to be completed, has 
been raised and the loans repaid.
International House has been free of debt for the 
last three years.
The income derived from residential fees, recurrent 
grants, conferences, etc. has been kept entirely 
separate and not one dollar has been used for capital 
costs. The College has been self-supporting since its 
inception and after 18 completed years, a compara­
tive small accummulated surplus is in the House 
Account.
The new dining room will complete the building 
programme and this has been envisaged and planned 
for some years, but has had to be postponed for 
reasons outside our control, however we are now 
taking necessary action direct and are not relying on 
outside sources. An application for the use o f a 
portion o f Rock Street has been lodged with the 
Lands Department, and will no doubt, have to be 
pursued through the Government and Local Govern­
ment departments before finality is reached.
Finance for the new dinihg room is being sought 
through a special appeal and in this regard it is 
pleasing to note that Rotary Districts are making 
this final building appeal a special Rotary project. 
Since the College has been out o f debt, fund raising 
has continued and a substantial amount towards to 
capital cost is now in hand.
It is expected that most, if not all, of the money re­
quired will be raised by the time the new dining room 
is built.
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The policy to have fifty  percent o f residents from 
Australian, and fif ty  percent overseas has been 
adhered to as far as possible, and it is an undeniable 
fact that it has resulted in the forming o f lasting 
friendships and understanding between people of 
many different nationalities and cultures.
Voltaire said ‘Prejudice is the reason for fools. Fri­
endly contacts need not only the freest exchange 
of material things, it requires also the freest exchange 
of views and ideas’.
That past students of International House have a 
feeling of loyalty and regard for the College is borne 
out by the practical evidence given with the many 
donations being received from them towards the 
cost of the new dining room.
The facilities for promoting understanding and fr i­
endship between people of different countries and 
cultures will be much improved when the new dining 
room is completed, however it is entirely up to the 
residents of International House to take every ad­
vantage o f this.
MR BERT MARTIN
I.C.C PRESIDENT’S REPORT
The Inter-College Council is a body that has existed 
in one form or another since the first I.C.C. competi­
tion in 1913. It is an administrative body primarily 
concerned with the organisation and conduct of 
sporting and social activities between the colleges 
of the University of Queensland. I.C.C. is run on a 
rotational basis between the colleges, and every 
seven years the dubious honour o f running I.C.C. 
falls on International House.
International House last ran I.C.C. in 1976. Then 
under the Presidency of George Perry, I.H. conducted 
an extremely successful I.C.C. year, the most signifi­
cant achievement being the I.C.C.’s affiliation with 
the University Sports Association (SPRA). 
Unfortunately, I.H .’s splendid efforts in 1976 were 
soon forgotten by our transient population and in 
1981 it was asked of College whether we would 
prefer to run I.C.C. with Cromwell College in 1982, 
rather than ‘go it alone’ in 1983.
This question was put to a vote and thankfully, 
I.H. voted to ‘go it alone’. That decision was an ex­
tremely significant one for International House. Our 
status amongst the other colleges has never been 
particularly high. This is due primarily to our geo­
graphical position, our introverted nature as a college 
and our Charlie Brown stature on the fields o f Intel 
College competition. Thus it was important not 
only because we had something to prove to the other 
colleges, but also important because we owed it to 
our past and future residents to prevent any erosion 
o f our status as a member college of the Inter-College 
Council.
What then of our administration of I.C.C. in 1983? — 
Sport:
The organisation o f sport was the original reason for 
ICC’s existance and in spite of certain broadening of 
horizons, sport remains our largest province. With
that in mind, it has been a matter of some pride that 
ICC was able to administrate the sporting programme 
so efficiently in 1983. In fact, the main problems to 
arise hinged on constitutional issues and not on the 
administration o f sport per se. On behalf o f ICC, I 
thank the individual convenors of the 22 sports and 
extend my congratulations to Jill Harbison and 
Peter Shoyer for a job extremely well done.
Social :
The highlights o f tl ■ ¡CC social calendar were, in 
my mind, the Maskerade Ball and the ICC Ball. The 
Maskerade Ball reflected an increasing trend in 
patronage and success and next year’s Social Con­
venors certainly have a function o f great potential 
on their hands. This year’s ICC Ball was a truly en­
joyable Ball and should not be overshadowed by the 
absurd actions of both the Council and the media. 
My congratulations to Ron Chang and his committee 
for what, as so many people have indicated, was an 
extremely efficient and innovative performance 
throughout the year.
Public Relations:
This year’s Vice-President, Peter Callaghan, was 
responsible for the revival of the Public Relations 
Standing Committee. With Peter at its helm, the 
PRSC instigated a review of ICC relations with the 
Union. An indirect result of this was that the Union 
was prompted to es' :blish a Colleges Areas Com­
mittee. The PRSC alsi instigated the formation of a 
ticket to contest the 1983 Union elections. That 
ticket was known as Su lents on Campus and with 
Peter Shoyer as party leader, it managed to have all 
but two of its candidates elected.
Thus, next year, the Colleges will have their own 
Areas Committee and will hold the balance of power 
in the Union. Our Vice-President is to be congratu­
lated on achieving so much in only one year.
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Communication and Finance:
Communication is a key element to the success of 
ICC. While the Secretary is charged with many tasks, 
there is little  doubt the maintenance of inter-College 
communication is her most important. Liisa Isa- 
kangas as ICC Secretary has been tireless and effi­
cient in the execution o f her duties and I thank her 
for her support.
As is communication, so too is finance a key element 
in ICC’s success. This year’s ICC Treasurer, Greg 
Seeley has handled our finances with distinction. 
While I heard his heart skip a beat when we gave 
$500 to Armadean players, Greg has been realistic 
enough not to place too tight a financial constraint 
on our activities. I thank him for his support. 
Thank-yous are also in order to every I.H.ian who 
contributed to the running of I.C.C. this year. I.C.C. 
is hosted by a college and not just a few individuals 
and to my mind our success this year has been 
largely due to the simple talent and goodwill of our 
College population.
Finally I thank Mr and Mrs Cribb for the support 
they have lent us throughout the year — particularly 
in the rather trying period during the I.C.C. Ball.
I had hoped that I would be able to conclude this 
report with some profound revelation as to what 
I.C.C. has shown I.H. The simple fact is that I.C.C. 
has not really proved or shown us anything of a 
‘profound nature’. In 1981 it is true that we felt we 
had something to prove, but in reality we did not set 
out with any such motivating thoughts in 1983 — 
we just set out to do the job as best we could (hardly 
the stuff of which ‘profundities’ are made).
I would, however, like to make one point about 
I.H ’s membership of I.C.C. that is o f some rele­
vance to our future. Occasionally I hear it suggested 
that because I.H. finds it hard to field sporting teams 
and seldom wins a competition, it should withdraw 
from I.C.C. altogether. To me that is an absurd sug­
gestion. International House is an extremely self 
critical body, yet no-one really seems to know 
whether or why the I.H. experiemnt is working.
In fact, amongst all of these doubts there is only 
one constant. . . one sure thing. That is that sport 
is the great social ‘ integrator’. For those who par­
ticipate, sport will ‘break down the barriers’. That 
is why International House must remain with I.C.C. 
For sport is our one constant, our one guaranteed 
source o f interaction. Take away sport and you 
take away the foundation o f the I.H. experiment.
JIM HENRY
ORIENTATION WEEK
Well fellow students, we freshers started our orient­
ation week here on Sunday 13th, with the unsche­
duled commerical breaks during the movie ‘Ten’. 
This rather quiet night, for some, was followed by 
an early morning ‘ Fun Run’ around the Uni campus. 
This resulted in Andrea, Anna, Kim, and Eric, who 
were the winning team, receiving a bottle of wine. 
After spending Monday doing our activities, we were 
ready for an evening of square dancing up at Crom­
well College. This was taken in two different ways: 
for those who enjoyed the dance and those who went 
along for a cheap tinny.
The pace was changed on Tuesday evening, when 
those of us who enjoyed a challenge, invaded the 
ice-skating rink. ( I t ’s hard to lose your cool in an 
ice-skating rink.)
Wednesday was spent at a University orientation. 
No more needs to be said. The freshers raged on that 
evening on a combined college ferry trip up and 
down the Brisbane River. This was a great evening 
and the bar and disco were packed all night.
We of International House were mixed up with the 
Cromwell and Grace freshers for a filling progressive 
dinner. Those who managed to have fru it and cream, 
followed by savouries and a main course, found it an 
enlightening experience. This day, Thursday, was 
topped o ff by a very interesting looking bunch of
Numbi, Greg, Zed and Sandy a t the Freshers Toga Party.
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Caesars dancing disco at our toga party. I wonder if 
the Romans lost their togas as many times as we 
did. To this event we invited Kings and Duschene 
Colleges.
For the more energetic o f us who crawled out of bed 
early on Friday monring, there was a day trip to the 
Gold Coast ending at Grundy’s in Surfers. You 
sleepy heads missed a great day o f sun and exercise. 
The tans acquired this day made a few of us look a 
little more Latin American for the Rio evening. 
John’s and Women’s came to join the fun that even­
ing.
On Saturday, we ended the O’Week activities with 
sore hands, muscles and bruises from our all-out 
effort to win the inter-college raft race. When our
raft cracked up, we weren’t purturbed, we resourceful 
college students climbed out and ran with our raft 
to the end.
After a bath and a general clean-up, we attended the 
ICC Cabaret at the refectory.
O’Week slowly ended with cleaning-up sessions, fo l­
lowed by a satay barbecue on Sunday night. A t this 
stage the fun run winners received their bottle of 
wine, the raft-goers their hard-earned Freddo Frogs 
and Caramello Bears. Of course, an early night was 
had by all in lieu of our first day’s work ahead.
This week of events could not have been, if it were­
n’t for our O’Week committee. Therefore, we tresners 
would like to thank them for their effort.
KIM FAULKNER
SOIRÉE
Doug and E m i show  the freshers the fine a r t  o f  ra f t  bu ild ing .
Soiree ’83 was on the 6th o f August, 1983. As in the 
past the grounds of International House were trans­
formed into a world o f its own. International flags 
and banners flew from the towers, multinational 
displays and traditional entertainments kept the 
thousands of visitors entertained, while they en­
joyed the taste o f International food and beer.
The countries represented were:
Australia — Lamingtons, damper
England — Devonshire tea and scones
Fiji — Curry
Finland — Piparit
France — Apple Fritters
Germany — Kartoffel Puffers, Glühwein
Hong Kong — Spring Rolls, Fried Short Soup
Japan — Yakitori, Yakisoba
Korea — Bulgalbi, Bindaedeuk
Malaysia — Satay
Philippines — Aroz Caldo, Fresh Lumpia
Poland — Bigos
Seychelles — Curried Chicken
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Mana dices the unions.
Singapore — Fried Noodles 
South Africa — Melktert, Brandewyntert 
USA — Brownies, Choc-chip cookies, Clam Chowder 
Africa, India and the Anthropology Museum mount­
ed displays only.
The afternoon consisted of a great variety of per­
formances from a contemporary dance to traditional 
Korean, Indian, Filipino, Malaysian, Polynesian and 
Scottish dances; Korean and Indian instrumental 
recitals. There were also Japanese and Korean martial 
arts which were followed by a fashion parade and 
highlighted by the Australian parade and ‘The Man 
from Snowy River’.
The afternoon was followed by an Island dinner and 
many thanks to Ivor Kaisami and his islanders for 
preparing the Lovo.
The success of the day owes itself to many people 
and to name a few; many thanks must go to Vasiti 
Sikivou the food convenor and her helpers, Ron 
Chang, Teresa Walker, Kris Wellings; Wayne Forday 
and Bee Sim Ong who organised the displays; Maria 
Craatz, Jessica Barker, Peter Forday, Peter Grant 
for organising the concert and general preparation 
for the afternoon. Marcia Rosal for designing the 
Soiree poster; David Hunter for tackling the unenvi­
able task of publicity; Elaine Chan for organising the 
Handicrafts Stall and to Darren Anderson and His 
Wine Cellar for the Beer Garden.
Thanks must also go to Dianne and her gang for their 
support and assistance in preparation of the food; 
Mr Cribb, Chris Norris, Ken, and Chris Hagan for 
their assistance in making Soiree a success. This 
success would not have materialised if it was not for 
the support, co-operation and effort put in by all 
you I.H.ians, thank you very much.
Good luck for Soiree ’84 and I hope Soiree will 
successfully continue in the future for it materialises 
our motto: May Brotherhood Prevail.
KAIM AN  A A L E  AM O TU'A
Jockette, A nna-Ritta and Chi.
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The Barmen.
David and L i isa and the takings.
",Mine's bigger than yo u rs !"
" I t  really is edib le!”
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N A T IO N A L  D IS P LA Y S
H otdog  H iUery
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COLLEGE RESIDENTS ’83
Jessica Barker David Barmes Peter BarnesJohn Andrews
Naomi Beasley Rod Besant
Judy Blackbeard Grant Blair Virgoe Buckland Roger Brennan
Leanne Brueckner Punjapal Boonchoo Peter Callaghan Vivian Ciamicnian
Chin Wai Chan Kin Wai Chan Emmie Chan Elaine Chan
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Edw in  Goon Chew M ichael Choy
G len C ls low skl Ke lv in  C larke
Tuan Canh Dai
Nancy Comeau
K im  Seng Chye
Poh K ian Chua
Karen Dawes Brad Davis Margaret D iam ond T inh  Ch i Do
B eno it D e lv inqu ier Jwee Ch ie k  Er
Sean F itzgera ld
R obyn  D u ffy
K im  Fau lkner
F iona  Duncan
M atthew  FergusonStephen Fa lconer
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Wayne Forday Peter Forday
Patrick Fountain
Eric FordayGeoff Forday
Michael FoxJennette Forday Derek Frail
Janet Gibson Mark Godfrey Peter Grant Kerry Griffin
Chris Plagan
Kathy Fleatley
Satoshi Flamashimia
Paul Heaton
Peter Hansen
James HenryJill Harbison
Greg Groves
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Kim Moo Key Maria Kraatz Chun Min Lee Thomas Lee
Sook Ja Lee Henry Low Deborah MacFie Douglas McKinstry
Bir Bahadur Manarjan
Mushoka Ngenda
Michael Mills
Peter Njagi
Sean Mulligan
Ani Nkang
Neale Mulligan
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Lea Ovaska Anna Riita Ovaska Alison OverlandBee Sim Ong
Masa Ozawa Graeme Phillips Andrea Powys Carl Pritchard
Adrian Ram Derryl Randiah B.S.M. Rao Christina Rogers
Kristen Rohlfs
Rosa Marie Schunke
Marcia Rosal
Greg Seeley
Takashi Saki Anna Schmalkuche
Larissa Shaw Peter Shoyer
Vasiti Sikivou Jasveer Singh Jasveer Singh Ratan Singh
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Eiaine Taylor Mark Taylor Boon Hwee Teng Simon Thatcher
David Thatcher Catherine Tone Ernest Van Burren Ann Vanderwolf
Teresa Walker Andrew Walkden-Brown Ian Waite Vikas Wadhwa
Spenser WMImott Zena Wildsoet Kris Wellings Kylie W- Kings
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Ken Williamson Michael Yung
(  • 
Those
's
who evaded the camera
Victor Adejuwon 
Hong Ang
Wilfred Brimblecombe 
Anna Castellano 
Sin Chiew Chew 
Sam Chung 
Zeny Cruz 
Steven Duckham 
Joanne Heaton 
Paul Kanyari 
Bill McNiven 
Belinda Micock 
Kathy Moore 
Matthew Nelson 
Kwee Choo Ong 
Ivor Pannelli
Magda Rowzkowska 
John Samisoni 
Christopher Searle 
Ariane Simons 
Satuinder Singh 
Sanjay Sircar 
Franz Soehartono 
Lee None Tay 
Joseph Wong
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MEN’S SPORT
CONVENOR'S REPORT
Our best result this year was in athletics, we man­
aged to come second. Also commendable were our 
Golf and Hockey teams, coming fifth  and fourth 
in their respective competitions. In the other sports 
we didn’t do quite so well. Although our overall 
results aren’t brilliant, I am sure all those who par­
ticipated had a good time.
Thanks must go to the sports convenors who made 
my job a lot easier. Thanks also to the handful of 
males who competed in I.H. teams. This year our 
sporting teams had to forfeit at times, simply 
due to the lack of numbers, hopefully, I.H. will get 
an influx o f male athletes in 1984.
My only advice to next year’s sports convenor is to 
get on good terms with the treasurer, I got $600 out 
o f Darren this year for sporting equipment, see what 
you can get Foxy, best o f luck! !
ANDREW WALKDEN-BROWN
RUGBY LEAGUE
Unfortunately, this year, the College lacked experi­
enced Rugby players. A t our first meeting a census 
revealed that only eight males were remotely en­
thused (lucky: as we had only nine guernseys).
Our first and last practise organised by David That­
cher consisted mainly of bone jarring tackling, this 
reduced the number o f keen players by 50%. By 
bribery and strong arm tactics, we managed to field 
a full team for our first match against Union, we even 
had one reserve! We surprised ourselves by actually 
winning the match comfortably, 16-10. This shot us 
straight to the top o f the premiership ladder. Brilliant 
jinking runs by Andrew Walkden-Brown provided ME 
with two tries in the corner. Two players who backed 
me up well all day, were rewarded with one try each, 
they were Ando and Sama.
This win reassured us that training was not essential, 
and that natural talent was abundant (no names). 
The following Sunday we ran on as favourite against 
Kings despite heavy losses. The game wasn’t even 
close. The forwards couldn’t get enough ball for 
the dazzling back line, consisting o f Footy, Simon, 
Rodney, and Martin. Supporter of the match went to 
Dr. Barmes.
Casualties from the Sunday were heavy. Mr Cribb 
fittingly dubbed the team as ‘The Sacraficial Lambs’. 
A severe depletion in numbers forced us to forfeit 
the rest of the matches for the 1983 season.
Thanks to the handful o f players who were brave 
enough to play for the ‘Sacraficial Lambs’. Next 
year we can only hope for a change to seven aside 
rugby.
ANDREW WALKDEN-BROWN
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LH. shows Kings how to pack a scrum.
SQUASH
International House hit a most probable all time low 
this year in men’s squash, winning only 2 games. It 
wasn’t that we didn’t practise enough, because we 
didn’t practice at all. Our lack of points was due more 
to the higher standard set by the other colleges. 
The season began well with Matt Ferguson winning 
his first game and ended with a win by Ernie van 
Buuren, but somewhere in between, something went 
wrong.
Anyway, an enjoyable time was had by all, even 
after being continuously dragged away from formal 
dinner to begin play at 7.15pm. My thanks to Rod­
ney Betts, Matt Ferguson, Jim Henry, Karl Pritchard, 
Kelvin Clarke, Ernie van Burren, Doug McKinstry 
and Rod Besant for being available at such short 
notice and for playing so enthusiastically even when 
the odds were in the opponent’s favour.
The ball is over there Thatch.
SOCCER
At least Soccer ’83 is over. Our team of masochists 
battled lack o f fitness, hangovers and all of the other 
problems that soccer teams always have, to end up 
with a better record than last year (ie. Ken William­
son scored from a penalty). Awards for grim persis­
tence year after year might go to the people who 
sacrificed their egos at the hands of superior opposi­
tion (and who no doubt will do so again next year). 
I can only hope that Mr Cribb allows a goalkeeper 
into College next year.
P.S. . . . .  Those who say that it is all psychological 
and determination to win might like to match Taringa 
(alias Kings College) play soccer some time.
RO D B E S A N T K E L V IN  C L A R K E
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ROWING
This year I.H. managed to enter a 1st Novice four, 
2nd Novice four, Novice pair, Senior pair and an 
eight in the I.C.C. Regatta. Results during pre-ICC 
Regattas suggested that I.H. would have to produce 
‘dark horses’ on the day as we had no favourites. 
Pre-ICC regattas were dominated by Darren’s famous 
ability to either catch heaps of crabs or completely 
miss the water during a whole race. Equally incredible 
was Peter Grant’s ability to ‘scream’ instructions 
and encouragement from the 2nd seat throughout 
an entire course. Peter Grant was also noted for his 
coxirjg (hit the Dutton Park Ferry) and his speed 
boat driving (collected the Toowong Jetty), this 
all occured boefore he was involved in the sinking 
o f a BBC four!!
Perhaps the season’s most successful result could be 
seen at the 3rd place gained in the eights race at the 
St. Johns regatta, it must be pointed out however, 
that there were only three crews in the race. Results 
at the ICC regatta are barely worth mentioning. 
The 2nd novice four may have got 4th place, if we 
hadn’t stopped rowing before the finish line, or 
even 1st place if  Darren hadn’t amused us with his 
crabs, once again!! The first novice four rowed well 
to come in 6th, just behind every other crew (actual­
ly, I think they beat one crew).
The day ended with I.H. making its mark on the row­
ing future by entering a mens eight, which included 
two women in the form of Sue Fletcher and Naomi 
Beasley. Unfortunately, this score tactic did not 
work as we still came last.
Thanks to all those who rowed in 83. 1984 could 
see better luck as Darren is leaving college!! Thanks 
also to Peter Grant who acted as our PR man with 
BBC. Congratulations must also go to the Womens 
Crews who faired slightly better than the mens crews.
ANDREW WALKDEN-BROWN
CREWS:
1st NOVICE FOUR 
S- G. Seely 
3- R. Besant 
2- P. Grant 
1- R. Chang 
Cox - A. Castulano 
NOVICE PAIR:
S- G Seely 
B- R. Chang
2nd NOVICE FOUR 
S- A. Walkden-Brown 
3- D. Anderson 
2- M. Ferguson 
1- D. McKinstry 
Cox — R. Blenkin 
SENIOR PAIR:
S- A. Walkden-Brown 
B- P. Grant
EIGHT:
A. Walkden-Brown 
P. Grant 
G. Seely 
R. Chang
R. Besant 
N. Beasley
S. Fletcher 
D. McKinstry
The mixed eight after their victorious loss.
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BILLIARDS/SNOOKER
Our team’s successes of the previous years were not 
to be outdone (yet again!) this year. Yes, we came a 
credible and close seventh. This was in spite of great 
efforts by the members of the team. Unfortunately, 
we never managed to string the wins together on the 
same night.
A reluctant, but determined Peter Shoyer played 
most of the number one billiard games, and managed 
to win against Emmanuel (the rest of us lost — bad 
luck Footy!) Simon Thatcher played number two 
billiards, and while steady in his drinking, only 
managed to win against Union.
Rod Betts fought off two abysmal losses in the num­
ber one snooker matches to put himself on the ICC 
Snooker team as a reserve (being ICC Convenor 
has its advantages!).
Mark Godfrey must be rated as the unluckiest player 
this year, being on the losing side of three very close 
matches in his number two snooker games. Thanks 
to Ken Williamson for filling in one night at short 
notice.
I hate being repetitive, but it must be said yet again, 
that without a full size table, we can’t hope to suc­
ceed against the other colleges. We have the players 
to come third or fourth in the competition, but with­
out the facilities to practice on, we don’t stand a 
chance! Bring on a full size table, and führer, VE 
W ILL VIN!
Rodney Betts in  action.
R O D N E Y  B E T T S
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SWIMMING
It was a dark and stormy night in March when our 
intrepid band of aquatic misfits arrived (well some 
of them did!) at the Uni pool. This was the culmina­
tion of weeks of begging, perjury and flattery; no one 
was too young or too old to get the call. No excuse 
was good enough, especially since water wings were 
permitted.
Despite our extensive preparations, drown-proofing 
lessons were compulsary for all competitors, we 
were out-classed on the night. Our swimmers bravely 
and relentlessly hit the water, race after race so that 
I.H. would be represented. Our suicide swimmer in 
the individual medly only just failed to crack the 
big one. The bright note for the evening was pro­
vided, once again by our victory in the fresher relay. 
I.H. used its time proven surprise tactic of arriving 
at the start not dressed in costume, as the others 
team were.
Thanks to all those who joined me in the water: 
Steve F., Takashi, Ken, Sean, Spencer, Doug and 
Matt. Also thanks to our small, but vocal group of 
spectators.
DEREK FRAIL
Derek (w ha t a body).
VOLLEYBALL
The Men’s Volleyball team may not have won a 
game until its last match against Union, but boy, 
did we enjoy ourselves! After being neatly disposed 
of in the season opener by King’s, the Housers, with 
no warm-ups or uniforms, and only 5/6 o f a team 
at gametime, went into the John’s match with hopes 
o f scoring, at best, a few points. SURPRISE!! After 
some spirited network, a few key dives, and a court­
ful of general ya-hooness, we were up 6-1 ! Soon it 
was 10-7 and hey! this is fun!
However, the grossly overexperienced John’s team 
struggled back and somehow weasled a 15-13 win, 
but even they were asking, ‘Who the hell are these 
guys anyway?!’
We wish we knew. Here’s a rough recall of who show­
ed up when it counted: Pat Fountain, Mike Mills, 
Jock, Rod Betts, Rao, Spike Mulligan, Doug McKin- 
stry, Steve Falconer, Michael Yung, Ian Waite, 
Eeveebee (Mr Street Clothes), Brad Davis, and Joe 
Sweet.
As that one game against John’s accurately portrays 
the type of season we had, I will not burden Kanyana 
with more numbers. After all, you had your chance 
to watch the great, however varied, I.H.M.V.B.T. 
in action. Members of the team, walk proudly and 
carry to your later days the nerve and good sports­
manship that blessed many a Wednesday night net, 
but avoid the zeal that prompted Spike to compli­
ment a certain umpire named Annette as such: ‘Not 
a bad game ump . . . for a g irl!’
Yikes! No wonder we lost . . . .
PAT FOUNTAIN
D oug B locking.
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The team.
HOCKEY
Once again the 1983 Hockey season started with 
the usual rumours floating between colleges trying 
to name this year’s Premiers. Believe it or not, I.H .’s 
name was receiving plenty of airplay, as well it may, 
as this year’s squad was indeed, one of the most 
experienced and spirited teams that I have had the 
pleasure of coaching in my 16 years of hockey. Our 
season commenced against the 1982 premiers, Leo’s 
College, It ended in disaster for them, with a great 
3-1 victory for I.H. We were the only team to defeat 
Leo’s all season.
Next match was against the favoured King’s team, 
who were more than apprehensive about their 
chances against what seemed an unbeatable spirited 
I.H. team, 1-0 to King’s at half time. The umpire had 
already robbed I.H. of a goal. The final score was 2-0 
to Kings, with an injured Spike Mulligan, another 
goal robbed and a dejected I.H. side.
Players were sparse at training the following week 
until we realised that we still had a good chance of 
winning that elusive goblet. Cromwell were hope­
fully going to be our next victims. Not so. In a very 
balanced game, Cromwell had us 2 down very early 
in the game. I.H. fought back to 2-2, the final score 
was 403. Again umpiring plays a part in another I.H. 
defeat.
We drowned our sorrows as we now knew that only 
a miracle could deliver the goblet into our hands. 
Next match was against Union. Don’t ask me why, 
but this seemed like a grand final. Once again dubious 
umpiring saw Union go up 1-0 in the final minutes 
of the 2nd half. I.H. was almost dropping with pain, 
having held on so long and then to be 1 nil down.
However that familiar Foghorn ringed between 
Union and John’s, and the men responded. This 
resulted in a spirited team effort goal with the flying 
David Barmes (after a connection from Doug and 
Darren) slotted in the drawing goal. It was a happy 
moment. A well deserved result. Our last 2 games 
were against John’s (1-0) and Emmanual (5-1). Both 
games were won, which left us in tied 3rd position. 
A very good result indeed.
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I thank all the team, Grovesy, Spike, Peter, Henry, 
Doug, Skegly, Graham, Jasveer Singh II, Darren, 
Michael, Jock, Barmsy, Sean, Slobbo and any other 
Bills and Teds that filled in when we needed you. 
Congratulations to Greg Groves for selection in the 
ICC team. I personally thank you all and indeed, I 
was a very proud old man of a team that deserved 
better. This year has ended a wonderful hockey 
career at I.H. for me and I could not have wished 
for a better mob of blokes and cobbers to share my 
final year with. I thank you all and wish you all the 
best.
P.S___
Foggy neglected to mention the fact (accidentally on 
purpose and out of all modesty) that he too was 
elected for ICC Hockey, for the fourth time, and that 
he was also successful in gained selection into the 
Australian Universities Hockey team. The I.H. team 
taught him all he knows!
WARREN (FOGGY) WELLS
The old man shows his style.
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CRICKET
What an anticlimax after that fine performance last 
year! It appeared to be a loosner when we scrapped 
through by 4 wickets against Cromwell, chasing a 
meagre 70 odd runs, but it turned out to be lack of 
application and will to win that resulted in the mass­
ive defeats at the hands of John’s and Union. John’s 
simply outplayed I.H., with a team far inferior to 
that o f I.H. on paper. However, the loss to Union 
was totally inexcusable.
We bowled 16 wides and no balls in an innings of 
32 overs and chasing a total o f 95. We were 56 w ith­
out loss, thanks to Kelvin and Foxy, needing 4 runs 
an over in the last 10 overs to win, and we managed 
to be all out for 91 with one ball to spare.
Thanks to the rain gods, three rounds were washed 
out and the cricket competition was abandoned by 
a majority decision of the cricket convenors — sure­
ly after three rounds, the majority o f colleges had no 
hope of gaining any points from cricket — and I.H. 
cricket heived a sigh of relief. Good luck next year.
'Urg, I  dropped it'
BASKETBALL
Hoops seaspn started o ff with high hopes, high fives 
and a high number o f eager players. In early season 
practices attendance of prospective players numbered 
around 15 on occasions. However by the end of the 
season only the American contingent was bothering 
to practice and that was only because it takes two 
people to properly execute a high five. Of course 
practice was about the only time anything near a 
celebration was necessary.
We started and finished six games and there was al­
ways a winner. International House should be proud 
o f its basketball team. It scored in doubled figures in 
every game except one, and even had a lead in some 
games. Unfortunately, the lead was neverat the right 
time . . . the end o f the game. In most games the 
I.H.ians were nipped at the buzzer, but it was usual­
ly the opening buzzer signalling the start of the game.
Many thanks to our coach, Holly Frail, who actually 
taught us two offenses to run. Our two plays always 
worked great in practice, but that is probably be­
cause we rarely had more than three players to run 
them against. Also it may have been one play too 
many, due to the fact that in games all five people 
never did run the same play at the same time. Of 
course, this also confused our opponents who usu­
ally had to try at least twice before they could get 
the ball away from us.
Despite the lack of success, it is doubtful that any 
team in the competjtion had more fun than the I.H. 
team. Thanks are also due to Derek Frail for serving 
as the I.H. convenor, to the players, and to the many 
faithful fans who attended the games and gave their 
support.
JOE SWEET
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TEIMNIS
M ichael eludes the opposition .
Some fancy fo o tw o rk  b y  Ken.
This year, once again, saw the men trapping o ff each 
Thursday night to engage in the blood sport of ICC 
Tennis. Armed only with natural skill and the know­
ledge that Martin Flynn was ICC Tennis convenor, 
we hoped to win several sets and perhaps a match 
or two. Unfortunately, we were unable to convince 
the other colleges to field their basketball teams 
against us. This minor oversight forced us to con­
cede that perhaps we wouldn’t get all 6 of us into the 
ICC squad.
Nonetheless, we still went to battle with the gleam of 
possible victory in our eyes (except maybe once or 
twice). Several times it was nearly in our grasp, 
I recall a certain doubles team (no names, eh Jim & 
Adrian) being only 5-0 only to go down 5-7.
Despite Martin’s position of administrative power we 
managed to successfully not win a set. On the brigh­
ter side however, we forfeited only one match —  due 
to the call of the ICC Ball —  which is a strong indica­
tion of the dedication of everyone who played. I 
would like to thank Joe Sweet, Jim Henry, Adrian 
Ram, Thomas Lee and Martin Flynn for their enthusi­
astic participation.
MICHAEL FOX
GOLF
Sunday 14th August began early for I.H.’s pro­
spective golfing stars. The early start was not to the 
liking of our early starters, or at least that is what 
Peter and Simon will tell you.
Simon Thatcher (116) was closely shaded for the 
Bradman trophy by a Cromwellian (138). For Peter 
Shoyer (114) a lack of practice proved significant 
as when he repeated his round after the competition 
he scored much better. Warren Wells was a late in­
clusion in the team and proved the dark horse, start­
ing slowly with 51, but finishing strongly for a 97. 
Mr Cribb (107), well it was not one of the Warden’s 
better days, but he stuck at it courageously. Rodney 
Betts proved to be the star performer in the I.H. 
lineup, scoring 85 which also saw him enter the 
ICC team. Derryl Rangiah, the fresher in the team, 
took on the No. 1 position manfully, and played very 
well for 89.
Overall, I.H. had a fair result in this year’s compet­
ition (considering the loss of 2 key players during the 
o ff season), finishing 5th with 378 behind the win­
ners, Union College (336).
GREG S E E L E Y
ATHLETICS/CROSS COUNTRY
This year, I.H. did very well in athletics, with great 
improvements on last year’s performances. We had 
two runners this year in the first th irty for the cross­
country, Alex Stienstra (3rd —  a great performance), 
and Andrew W-B (26th). In the crosscountry relay 
we finished 6th with Alex Stienstra, Roger Brennen, 
Peter Grant, Rod Besant, Carl (Sean Fitzgerald) 
Pritchard and Andrew W-B comprising the team. 
This gave us 6th overall for the I.C.C.
In the track and field we had a superb day with
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everyone who stepped out on to the track putting 
in great efforts. John Samisoni placed second in 
the shot put and discus (being beaten both times 
by John McNamara who is a regular State rep.), 
Neale Mulligan pulled in a great 3rd in the 400m 
(after being hampered by injuries for weeks). Alex 
Stienstra ran a superb 1500m to finish 2nd in a 
personal best. This was a very gutsy run — good on 
ya Alex! Alex also placed 3rd in the 800m, Darren 
placed 3rd in the 200m. Michael Yung also ran well 
gaining places in the 100m, 110m hurdles, javelin 
and triple jump.
Our 4 X 400 was, unfortunately, our only team to 
finish out of the first 3, but was up against some 
tough competition. Bad luck fellas. The 4 x 100 
team stormed home to win only 0.3 seconds outside 
the record. Darren must get a special mention here, as 
he ran almost 7m of the final leg with no hamstrings 
(the man is a machine!). David Barmes and David 
Thatcher should also get a special mention, both 
being very unlucky, but nevertheless, giving their 
best.
The men overall finished a close second (by 8 points!) 
to Kings in the track and field giving us an overall 
4th for ICC athletics.
I would like to thank Sandy Achurch, Pat Fountain, 
Jenny Congdon (the convenor’s girlfriend), and every­
body else who helped in the running of the ICC 
athletics. Here’s hoping we do even better next year.
MICHAEL YUNG
Michael wins the 100m.
Spike at the finish o f  the 4 x  400  
relay.
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Darren takes the batten from Sambo on the 
last change o f the 4 x 100 relay.
The 2nd change o f the 4 x 100 relay.
The 4 x 400 relay.
The 1st change o f the 4 x 400 relay.
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The flying Dutchman
The Agony.
On your mark.
40?
Í
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Sambo with the shot.
Touchdown, a perfect 3 poin t landing by Michael.
WOMEN’S SPORT
CONVENOR'S REPORT
The sports story is similar to that of recent years,
I.H. bringing up the rear of the I.C.C. competition.
This year volleyball was the exception to the rule, 
where we gained third place. This sport was different 
due to the fact that the team was enthusiastic, w.: 
wanted to win, and we practiced. It is a pleasure to 
be part of such a team. Hopefully, there will be more 
teams like this next year.
Congratulations go to Naomi, Liisa, Karen C.,
Hillary, and Sandra who were picked for I.C.C. 
teams. Thanks to the convenors of the individual 
sports for a frustrating job done well. Good luck,
Suzie, for the year ahead of you as the sports con­
venor.
SAN D RA A C H U R C H
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HOCKEY
In the early part of the semester a spark of enthusi­
asm was seen among the ranks of the I.H. hockey 
team, (one third of the team actually turned up to 
a few practices). We put outselves under the scrutiny 
of Foggy who made us run around the oval more than 
once, this is enough to deter any true I.H.ian away 
from practice.
Credit needs to be given to Liisa, the convenor, 
who fielded a full team, plus reserves every Saturday 
morning, hail or shine. Those who participated were 
Liisa, Zena, Naomi, Lea, Karen C., Anna C., Anna- 
Ritta, Elaine T., J annette F., Barbara S., Kylie, and 
Sandra.
Although the team was not successful in the com­
petition, two of our players gained places in the 
I.C.C. team. Congratulations to Liisa and Naomi.
SANDRA ACHURCH The team.
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ROWING
The female rowing wasn’t as successful as last year, 
due to a little bad luck; lack of access to a decent 
boat (though it may be true that only bad crafts­
people blame their tools, and we really ought to be 
more understanding that B.B.C. felt they couldn’t 
let us use one o f their racing boats after they were 
advised we were ‘ ’only a women’s crew’, in case we 
rowed It into a ferry, or tipped it over in the middle 
of the river, or neglected a passing ferry and got our­
selves dumped onto the pontoon, ooh, nasty!) and 
our darling Numbi decided to fracture her thumb 
(on a basketball, would you believe?).
Alison graciously kept the no. 3 seat warm until 
Numbi was back in the boat with the other 
Women’s Firsts — Stroke, Kathy Heatley, no. 2, 
Zedley, and our newcomer, monster Susie Fletcher 
in the bow. Our first success was a beaten-by-a- 
canvas second in the Emmanuel Regatta, where the 
crowd was awed by the bigness and beauty o f our 
crew; unfortunately the officials cottoned on to the 
the fact our stroke was a little too big and beautiful 
(show us your tats, Stewie!).
Thanks for your time and enthusiasm, Coach Stewie, 
our stroking has become so much better under your 
capable guidance. You were a pleasure to spend the 
first couple of hours of every day of those four 
mrmorable weeks with, even if you do like ‘bopping’ 
to 4BH around a certain senior resident’s room in 
your jocks, shocking the pants (metaphorically speak­
ing) o ff innocent passersby.
The Women’s Second Crew — Stroke, Kim Faulkner, 
no. 3 Alison Overland, no. 2 Sandy Achurch and Bow, 
Anna Castellano, with Coach Ralph, showed promise, 
but like the Firsts, just couldn’t come up with the 
goodies at I.C.C.
Anyway, due to the superlative (or stupid?) effort 
o f the Firsts rowing in two I.C.C. races, I.H. came a 
credible fourth in the Women’s Rowing, instead of 
last.
Two of our number, Numbi and Susie, held their 
own in the Men’s Eight Race in I.C.C. when they 
filled in for Darren and Doug who chickened out to 
play rugby — great effort gals!
Some of us have bawled over a few bars that this 
1983 rowing season may be our last ever — the 
thought of never again walking around for 4 plus 
weeks with a big black seat mark etched delicately 
(and indelibly) just under our bottoms has some­
times become too much!
We congratulate Kathy and Zena on the sterling 
jobs they did as I.H. and I.C.C. Rowing Convenors'. 
The Regatta went smoothly and spectacularly, as 
did the season. What else can we say except what 
Stewie always says — ‘to you and yours, CFIEERS!’
NAOMI BEASLEY
W ith a l i t t le  he lp  from  y o u r menas.
3 7
The monsters.
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BASKETBALL
In 1980, the I.H. Women’s Basketball team won 
their first game in two years — to Milton House!! 
Better than nothing. Then in 1981 and 1982 they 
came in 6th — at least it was an improvement.
Now, in 1983, we have really made history. This 
year’s amazing girls managed to finish in 4th place 
(only just missing out on a 3 way tie for 2nd place). 
The girls seemed to be finally able to get it all toget­
her and really play like a team of basketballers.
Narelle discovered that the best way to get the ball 
from the opposition was to punch them out, or 
elbow them in the ribs. It wasn’t until the end of the 
season that she realised it was better to do these 
stunts when the refs weren’t looking and thus save 
herself a foul or 5.
Anna didn’t want to play unless she could have the 
ball, so wherever the ball was, Anna was. O f course 
she was one of our most valuable assets.
Cathy ‘headband’ Tone was one of our American 
ring-ins. Not only was she hot to get the ball, and 
hot to score a goal, but ther thoughts of ‘hot’ and 
‘scoring’ quite often drifted toward our cut Canadian 
ref, Nick.
Hilary, our other American player, had a great time 
zipping in and out between everyone’s legs to get
passed. In Hilary’s case, short is a definite advantage. 
Barbie and Kerry were capable guards, always there 
for the pass, and ever ready to set up many a fast 
break for Karen (which was one of success secrets — 
thanks to Joe).
Zena and Sandy used their height to their advantage 
by beating other teams’ forwards and centres to many 
rebounds.
Sue Fletcher, a newcomer to the basketball scene, 
will be a star of the future I.H. team. With careful 
instruction and, perhaps learning a few rules, Susie 
will really shine.
Karen though as soon as she got the ball, it was Do 
or Die and she’d try for a goal, leaving a path of 
destruction as she barged towards the ring. It’s a pity 
that only her layups seemed keen on becoming 
2 points. But with the help of the rest of the team she 
did get a few of these.
Special thanks must go to Joe Sweet, our keen 
Yankee coach, (who was also one of our success 
secrets). No one can envy his task — to train a bunch 
of screaming, giggling, unco girls into a team of win­
ners (or at least 4th place getters!).
Thanks also to Naomi for helping out in our final 
game, and to all the supporters who gallantly cheered 
us on throughout the season.
KAREN CHAPMAN
The team spread.
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VOLLEYBALL
The I.H. Volleyball team had a successful season. 
After our victory in the first game, we recognised 
the rough potential of our recruits and Sandra Achurch 
arranged for coaching by Sue Mills of the University 
Volleyball Club. On court we were ruthless. The taller 
players, Sandra, Naomi, Kate and Kim consistantly 
defended the net with a variety of spiking manoeu­
vres, while Chi, Anna-Rita and Lea returned the deep 
court shots. Sue Fletcher and Zena Wildsoet played 
occasionally; both women were known for their 
strength in the volley. Anna-Rita, Hillery and Kate 
also showed prowess at the serving line.
Due to the September break and our sudden loss of 
Chiharu, our team fell to third place in the final 
standing, but overall, we learnt a lot about game 
strategy and enjoyed ourselves. Congratulations to 
Sandra Achurch and Hillery Keith for making the 
ICC Volleyball team and many thanks to Sue Mills, 
Jeanette Forday, Marcia Rosal, Elaine Taylor and 
Kylie Wellings for their support.
H I L L E R Y  K E IT H
N u m b i stre tch e d  to the L im it.
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NETBALL
SOFTBALL
This year I.H. fielded an enthusiastic softball team 
with an energetic and encouraging coach in the 
person of Pat Fountain. While we never quite man­
aged to win a game — it was always a pleasant Satm • 
day afternoon or Sunday morning in the park! ! 
Sandy’s slide home; Zena’s hop-homer, Anna-Rita 
and Andrea’s catching; Nelle’s erratic pitching; ‘1 
never managed to make it to first base! — Marcia; 
Can you teach me how to bat? Can you teach me 
how to catch? What’s a fly  ball??? Hey, but you can 
do that in baseball. Were all part of the FUN . . 
Thanks go to all the team and to our supports and 
part-time umpire, Rodney.
The start of the netball season in 1983 saw a crowd 
of enthusiastic first years, one or two seasoned years 
and a veteran third year (Numbi), make their way to 
the courts on a Sunday night.
Our first match was perhaps the best as far as enthusi­
asm amongst the players but, however, a few missed 
practice sessions did not allow a full display of the 
obvious potentiality of the players! Despite many 
attempts to ‘get it together’ with set plans of attack 
we just couldn’t quite get there.
The last match as I recall, was one rainy night when I 
turned up at the court with Kim to confirm that the 
match couldn’t be on, due to the continuing drizzle. 
The Duschene reps however, on hearing our re­
lieved ‘Oh thank goodness, we’re the only two players 
in college tonight!’, suddenly tried a quick change of 
strategy claiming a new match could not be scheduled 
without d ifficu lty, in the hope that I.H. would for­
feit. Naturally there were no senior residents avail­
able and with five minutes until the forfeit deadline, 
we did a 2Yi minute panic dash dragging people from 
the five floors of G tower. We had a team down 
on the court only ten minutes late and lost by only 
a small margin. Perhaps I.H.¡ans perform better 
under stress?
Thanks to all players and referees.
NARELLE CHARLISH
TENNIS
Love, set, and the I.H. Women’s Tennis team was no 
match for any ICC tennis team! No matter what the 
weather; rain, blazing sun, gusty wind, the Women’s 
Tennis team lost. So, can the losses be blamed on the 
weather? Whether or nor blame is laid on the wea­
ther, Women’s Tennis, ¿his year, was uneventful. 
Uneventful, yes; but! it w .¡s spirited. Spirit began to 
mount during the first match, but was then damp­
ened with a sudden thunder storm. Dampened, but 
not snuffed out. The pinnacle of the team’s spirit 
occurred the following Saturday when four vivacious, 
eager and excited women trotted to the courts (with 
their photographer in tow), energetically bashed the 
ball around, and cried, ‘We’ll get ’em!’. In the height 
o f this wild display, the team was informed that 
Duchesne would forfeit. From that point on, I.H. 
Women’s team slowly made a down hill turn with 
every subsequent match. Still, spirit remained.
The spirit was boosted by the team’s adopted coach, 
Michael Fox, who at times could be heard softly 
behind an I.H.er saying, ‘Come on, you can win 
this point’. Mr Fox was always available for an after­
match coaching session as well. The team, Elaine 
Taylor, Kris Rolfs, Maiu. Rosai, Anne Vanderwolf, 
Arianne Simmons, and An : ea Powys, put their best 
effort forward against som«, tally tough competition. 
A special thanks to Kathy H« itley for her co-ordina­
tion of the ICC Women’s Tennis.
MARCIA ROSAL
KERRY GRIFFIN
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SWIMMING
Firstly, I would like to congratulate Jill Harbison, 
Narelle Charlish, Derek Frail, and Mark Taylor for 
a smoothly run carnival — the result of a lot of work. 
In the Women’s competitions, overall I.H. came 
seventh, but we didn’t go down without a fight. 
Every event saw a competitor from I.H., thanks to 
the efforts of our small band of swimmers: Narelle 
Charlish, Zena Wildsoet, Jill Flarbison, Liisa Iso- 
kangus and Andrea Poweys.
The result of the fresherette relays was rather dubious, 
we either came first or last, owing to the bias of the 
announcer (Peter C.). The reluctant participants 
of this event were Suzi Fletcher, Elaine Taylor, 
Andrea Poweys and Anna-Rita Ovaska.
SANDRA ACHURCH
The swimmers; Jill, Zed, Narell, Liisa and 
Andrea.
SQUASH
The starter asleep on the job.
The word consistency would best describe the I.H. 
Women’s Squash Team. We lost every match, all 
except one rubber. Despite that, grins were always 
in evidence and we turned out to be very good losers. 
Practice makes perfect, I guess. The regular team 
consisted of Elaine Taylor, Sandra Achurch, Maria 
Kratz, Anna' Schmalkuche and Judy Blackbeard. 
Others who filled in when needed were Zena Wild­
soet, Naomi Beasley and Kathy Tone.
Memorable moments were Naomi playing despite a 
broken thumb and Kathy Tone’s first game of squash. 
The intrepid American having only the tuition of 
racket ball to draw on, played a match for us. While 
the rest of the team indulged in convulsions of laugh­
ter, her aggressive game won her a few points o ff her 
practised opponent.
Although we never won, the team spirit was com­
mendable and someone, however inexperienced, was 
always prepared to step into the gap and make up 
the 4th required for a full team.
Well done, I.H.
JUDY BLACKBEARD
ATHLETICS/CROSS COUNTRY
On the weekend of the 1st and 2nd of October, the 
ICC Crosscountry was held. I.H. came seventh place 
in this event, but our runner put in a good show. 
Running were Naomi Beasley, who came in six­
teenth, Liisa Isokangis, Pat Tan and Kris Wellings. 
Congratulations for putting in the effort ladies.
The weekend after, the athletics carnival was held 
in which the women gained sixth place, the I.H. 
athletics squad consisted o f five f it  and healthy 
lovelies: Naomi Beasley, who won two second places 
in the high jump and shotput; Alison Overland who 
won third place in the ‘ 100 yard dash’ (as Pat would 
say); Sandra Achurch who won discus, and second 
place in the javelin, and Ann Vanderwolf and Nancy 
Comeau.
Thank you to all those who competed, without you 
we would never have defeated Grace!
SANDRA ACHURCH
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Smile Numbi, you're on Candid Camera.
4 S
SOCIAL EVENTS
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INTERNATIONAL HOUSE
CONVENOR'S REPORT
Like previous years, the social events o f I.H. were 
the Dinner Dance in first semester and the Inter­
national House Ball, held at the Five Continents 
Room, Lennons, in second semester. Unlike previous 
years, the International House Ball rated a mention 
on the second page If the ‘Daily Sun’, although they 
incorrectly stated it was held at the City Hall and 
some 1200 students attended. But never mind, I 
hear Mr Cribb contacted the paper and corrected the 
fault. Hopefully the article, although slightly slander­
ous, will be a great advertisement for next year’s 
Ball, that is the I.H. Ball.
Other events held during the year, for example, 
movies, Pink Picnic, Sand-shoe Ball, Black ‘n’ White 
Nite and so were received with varying enthusiasm 
and thus resulting in varying success.
Among the highlights was the America’s Cup Boat 
Trip, held with Women’s and King’s Colleges, only 
three nights after Australia M’s triumph.
It seemed that David Barmes became the in-house 
D.J., taking the ‘crown’ from his ‘very close friend’ 
Spike Mulligan. I thank David for his efforts in baby­
Subduing Simone.
INTER-TOWER SPORTS DAY
The inter-tower sports day, despite rater disappoin:- 
ing support, was favoured by enthusiastic and keen 
teams, who participated to varying degrees in events 
like the following: 
wheel barrow race 
balloon race 
tunnel marble 
egg and spoon race 
3-legged-race 
tug-o-war 
raft race
broom throwing event
sitting the college stereo as well as for his efforts in 
his committee member role.
I would also like to thank the women on the com­
mittee, Maria Kratz, Sara Alexander, and Lea Ovaska, 
who were all wonderful in being . . . well . . .er . . . 
women (I’m not really that much of a chauvinist 
pig). Because being women is very helpful, especial­
ly when done by women ’cause it ’s only women who 
can be women so well, except of course Footy Head 
. . . who . . . well . . . (end of paragraph. Ed.) 
Customarily I will wish the best of luch to next 
year’s Social Committee and its co-ordinator, Ariane 
Simons.
In conclusion two last items: firstly the prizes and 
winners at the Valedictory Dinner were —
Silver Spurs — Satoshi Hama-bloody-Shima
Cold Spoon — Brad Davis
CWA Bush Telegraph — Larissa Shaw
Turkey — Peter Grant (pity he wasn’t here to accept)
Golden Tinny — Ivor K. and Ratan S.
Congratulations (or otherwise) to the winners. 
Secondly, in closing:
When in d ou b t. . . swear.
STEVE FALCONER
The music men.
spinning event 
iron man race.
In the true sports day trac.tion, the elected saboteurs 
from the respective towers 'Ogan their work early and 
regarded their roles with ali : le respect. Unfortunate­
ly some resorted to underhanded tactics and knifed 
their opposition . . .
Rumour has it that Vindar Singh; leader and co­
ordinator of the D Tower Team (which showed prom­
ise in the wheelbarrow race, until an unfortunate 
break occured midway down the track) had several 
loose marbles and a hard boiled egg secreted in his
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turban. Really Vinda, we expected more from you! 
Martin, the flour man, paled in horror as his team’s 
yacht was subjected to rough treatment by B Tower’s 
inimitable Jöcko. B Tower was well turned out for 
the day — our congratulations to a team that was well 
colour co-ordinated (what happend to co-ordination 
in other areas?). What B Tower lacked in number, 
they adequately made up for in volume.
The availability of a hose and much X X X X  at the 
sports arena ensured that all had a particularly 
sloshy time between events. The hose also doubled 
as the rope in the tug-o-war, although being more 
ductile than your run-of-the-mill twine, was con­
siderably longer by the end of the event.
A Tower broke up in rough conditions experienced 
at the beginning of the raft race, and the turbu­
lence from it damaged a number of other vessels, 
despite valiant attempts by crews to prevent being 
cast adrift.
The chauvinistic event of the programme (never 
mind Jock, perhaps if you shave your legs . . .), the 
broom throwing competition was easily thrown by 
champion thrower Sandy, who demonstrated her 
technique in the herling of long rigid objects. Thanks 
Sandy.
Thanks also to the social committee for introducing 
the spinning event — it was great as a spectator sport. 
The participants themselves were stunned and many 
remained twitching on the oval for lengthy periods 
while they tried to remember where they were.
Greg Groves surprised many by defeating last year’s 
Iron Man, Andrew Walkden-Brown, in a gruelling race 
which pushed all to the limit. Greg remained un­
daunted by obstacles such as green steak (is that 
what they really eat in Gympie, Greg?). Congratu­
lations on a formidable win!
After our weary sports people recuperated from the 
combined effects of too much sun, beer and exer­
cise, the 12th and 13th events (party and boat race 
respectively) were held underneath the dining room — 
where else?
A Tower clinched the overall victory by displaying 
great ability in soaking up the suds, the team having 
been coached and ably captained by our own David 
Hunter.
Our thanks go to all participants, Trevor, our media­
tor and umpire, and to the social committee.
DEB MACFIE
INTERNATIONAL HOUSE DINNER-DANCE
For new comers to International House, their intro­
duction to a college-style social function, of a semi- 
formal kind, usually comes with the I.H. dinner 
dance. This year was no exception and 7.15pm, 8th 
April saw a good trun out under the dining room for 
pre-dinner drinks. Forever democratic, the social 
committee provided both spiked and unspiked 
drinks, but forgot to label which was which, so things 
got a big confusing after a while.
Upstairs, afterwards, in the ever-to-be-extended 
dining room, we dined on ye olde tropical smorgas­
bord to a background of South Pacific melodies, 
the islanders’ answer to the Bolero. The rest of the 
night was spent in D and D (which stand for drinking 
and dancing, not Dungeons and Dragons), the music 
was supplied by D.J., Tony Dangerfield.
Some of the A-toner competitors.
Flame on.
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The night was inevitably a success. Everyone seemed 
to enjoy themselves, particularly if the broken win­
dow and the kitchen chairs in the garden below 
can be taken as any indication. It gave our first 
years a small taste o f what to expect in the ball 
season to come, and judging from the performances 
that some of them put it, we can only pray that they 
will survive it.
ALISON OVERLAND
Jasveer and friend?
CAR RALLY
Brisbane gave college thre day o ff on Exhibition Day 
and 13 cars took part in the I.H. car rally. Competi­
tion was both fast and furious — not only in the 
rally, but o ff the course too, as the organizers having 
considered numerous bribes. Rumours flowed as to 
where everyone was going, and a slip of the tongue 
by one o f the organizers (we won’t say who, but it 
could have been Numbi) nearly gave the whole 
show away.
The first car departed relatively early and the rest of 
the field followed at irregular intervals — some 
people find it very d ifficu lt to get up in the mornings. 
Slobbo looked as though he had slept the entire 
night before in the ‘ Fuzzy Duck’ and it  was small 
wonder when he stalled the car on the speed bump 
attempting to depart in wild fashion. Doug and Foggy 
(team mates rather than rivals) did a few practice 
laps in the car-part and Anna-Rita sitting in the bat k 
got more bangs and bumps than she vouched for. 
Bonus points were awarded to Cal and Jock for their 
‘Greased lightnin”  impersonations, to Keith Chandler 
and crew in ‘The O il’ for being so excited about the 
big event. Dress was all the go, and some crews 
dressed to kill . . . who or what is debatable. Footy- 
head Senior and Alison modelled the latest I.H. 
sheet collection, wearing togas. The Blue Ladies 
team of Jill, Jessica, Elaine and Lea refused to colour 
clash with the Honda, and David, Joe and Hillery 
paraded in pink hates, bowties and sunglasses. Their
biggest rivals ‘The James Gang’ -  Michael, Kate, 
Sooka Ja and Pat, wa.e>-pistoled anybody in sight 
(minus points from harrassed organizers) dressed in 
cowboy hats. Derek and Michael (Fred’s Fury), Rod, 
Bob and Deb (Toyota Tart Mobile), the freshers’ crew 
o f Roger, Karl, Spenser and Chiaharu, and the two 
Johns were more laid back, preferring that their 
driving do the talking for them.
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The first stage saw roads (and tyres) being worn 
away in and around St. Lucia, The Gap, and Pinjarra 
Hills, with the first check point being at the Race 
Horse Hotei near Ipswich. ‘Nelly’ with Larissa, 
Sandy and Narelle (they know what time the pubs 
open), closely followed by Jim Henry and His ‘Nag’ 
crew of Thomas, Jill and David Grimes, arrived 10 
minutes ahead of Kathy ‘Knockers’ Heatley. For­
tunately both crews wanted to be back on the road 
before Kathy could shout them drinks, as the case 
should have been!
Meanwhile, Spike and Michael, after seeing the last 
crew off, headed off to the second checkpoint at the 
Beaudesert Hotel. Funny that. They got there 
relieved to see no-one waiting for them, and settled 
down for a quiet one, both wondering how long it 
would be before the first car would come in. They 
weren’t even half through their first Orchy when 
there was a top on the shoulder and Jim Henry’s 
voice said, ‘What are you drinking?’ Say no more. 
Alcohol was the word. Numbi and Brownie arrived at 
the pub to see how things were going, only to be told 
that they had to be at the last checkpoint to meet 
Jim who had left five minutes previously.
The race was on to Cedar Creek Falls, up at Mount 
Tambourine, and Numbi, in her haste to catch Jim, 
missed the turn off and was even later. Back at the 
pub, the cars arrived thick and fast, and the locals 
were bemused by the collegians’ attire and their 
‘willingness’ to provide liquid refreshments for them­
selves.
Well, the skies opened and the rain came down, 
and the picnic that was to be at Cedar Creek 
Falls became a minor drinking session at St. Bernards 
pub further up the mountain. There were a few to 
tell what a soggy lunch tastes like. Barring the 
weather, most people had a good time and there were 
a few highlights:
‘Doug, do you think it’s gonna rain?’ — ‘No, 
she’ll be right mate’ (Famous last words — the 
Suzuki had no roof on that day.)
Slobbo being reprimanded by a Beaudesert farmer 
for his driving antics. Barmesie used his diplomacy 
to get them out of a tight spot.
‘The James Gang’ — turning left, instead of right at 
the carpark, picking oranges from inside someone’s 
yard when they were asked to pick flowers outside 
the yard.
Hillery Keith — pulling hair out of a horse’s tail 
when she could have simply taken some off the 
barbed wire fence. (Further confirmation that 
Americans are crazy.)
David, Joe and Hillery getting misdirected through 
misinterpretation, after some misdrinking, by some 
miscellaneous rotter and driving to the Coast to 
check out the swell.
Congratulations must go to Jim Henry and crew who 
won themselves the rally and the port, the two 
Johns made the distance in the quickest time, Jillo 
and girls were second and the S.I.C.K.L.E. team 
placed third. Slobbo, Barmesie and Carla shared the 
rank wine. Special thanks to the oragnizers and those 
who assisted, names Numbi, Zed, Kathy, Spike, 
Michael and Andrew, and a note of thanks to Pat 
Foundtain who donated the badges.
SPIKE MULLIGAN
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INTERNATIONAL HOUSE BALL
The I.H. Ball held on the 13th August proved to 
be perhaps one of the most enjoyable. It was held 
in the distinguished Contential Room on the fifth  
floor (as some later found out after spending half 
an hour in the lift) of Lennon’s Plaze Hotel. The 
numerous waiters did little to keep our ‘happy little 
party’ sober by constantly filling our sometimes only 
half-empty glasses. A magnificant smorgasbord was 
enjoyed by all, especially Numbi who was seen to 
go back, not once, not twice, but three times.
After a very ‘peaceful’ dinner everyone settled down 
to the serious business of dancing to the sound of 
‘Escargot’. It was very kind o f Anna-Rita to help the 
staff by removing the carnations from all the vases 
to lessen their load!
A t the end of the evening some of the more enthusi­
astic party-goers staggered to General Jacksons, 
partying until all hours in the morning. Our thanks 
are extended to Steve Falconer and his committee 
for organising a most enjoyable ball.
CHRISTINA ROGERS
è
Three love ly  ladies.
VALEDICTORY DINNER
I was deeply honoured when Steve informed me that 
I had been shortlisted for the role o f introducing the 
valedictees at the 1983 Valedictory Dinner. My 
elation, however, was short lived, for only hours 
later, I learned that it was my task to, in some way, 
match the lad back suavity o f delivery which was the 
trademark of Elaine Chan.
Throughout the weeks to follow, I came to know 
more of the figure that had previously been for me, 
but an elusive vignette; the bitterness of the whirl­
wind romance with the lat Governor of Grenada, the 
depth of vision instilled by months spent in the 4th 
floor badland, and the eyes that could evoke such 
powers o f persuasion in even the most truculent con­
tributors — all lurked beneath the charming equani­
mity of Elaine.
We made a surprisingly good team — her doing most 
o f the legwork, myself never too slow to note down 
and pass on the name of any new Valedictee. Meet­
ings it is true, were held on the basis o f Elaine pinning 
me down somewhere, but, eventually, our efforts 
were rewarded and we faced V-D night with a full 
folder of character portraits. It wasn’t until half an 
hour before we were due to ‘face the final curtain’ 
that I decided that, perhaps, Dean Martin had been 
right all along.
The night sparkled along with almost daring rapidity, 
one calls to mind the charming antedote of Kim’s, 
and the affectionate brusqueness o f Carl, in the 
toasts to the Ladies and Gentlemen, the lively can­
dour of Mr Cribb’s speech and the sudden appearance 
of an Encyclopeadia Brittanica salesman. We can only 
be thankful that Peter Callaghan, the masterful MC, 
let loose some quips and one-liners that slowed the 
night down enough to give us all a chance to breathe. 
The meal was a fantasy of gastronomic expression, I 
cannot recall having encountered the like of — since 
first being informed that my taste buds were, in fact, 
on the top of my tongue. The performance of the 
kitchen staff was something, I believe, that will out­
strip a lifetime of Chicken Cacciotore — and is fully 
deserving of adulation.
I ’d also like to take this opportunity to thank all 
those people who wrote such delightful character
so
portraits and all the valedictees who took it all so 
well (could those people who wrote mine please 
report to the rack).
I think now is a suitable time to recall some of the 
greater double entendres coined in the air of un­
forgettable sparkling wit that, shall I say, spiced up 
the proceedings. In ‘The Ode to Peter Callaghan’ the 
line I never had a chance to finish goes, ‘Both over­
land and under, he gave her a good . . . time!’.
I have reason to believe that Alison took it very 
well, despite the fact that the next day I received, 
in the mail, a halibut and a note advising me to eat 
boiled eggs.
I must also apologise to Pat Tan’s parents who have 
been operating under a misapprehension — quite 
unaware she has been doing Chemical Engineering 
for the past four years, and Kym Seng Chye who 
never knew of his new degree in Physiotherapy 
(Could this man really be Ron Urn?).
When I said Fiona was a bouncy girl — I meant 
lively . . . honestly! Her reply didn’t help matters 
though, and Footyhead’s plaintiff cry, ‘What about 
me!’, was the straw that broke the camel’s back — 
an already merry audience, now sensitive to every 
nuance of meaning, dissolved into helpless laughter. 
The awards were perhaps, most apt, this year — Peter 
Grant offering apoligies for not beingable to pick up 
the Golden Turkey Award, as he was negotiating 
a deal for a houseboat franchise in Grenada — and we 
were all pleased to see that Brad finally succeeded 
in something, he was the proud recipient of the Cold 
Spoon.
Yet, even now as I look back on the night, some of 
the details seem to glide elusively away through the 
fogs o f 1 time. However, a relatively minor case of 
memory relapse doesn’t stop me from saying with 
certainty, that the night was a great success and a 
memorable occasion for all those lucky enough to 
attend. Meanwhile, I ’d like to leave on a suitable 
note — C shapr minor. Ha. Ha.
M A R K TAYLOR
R o d g e r a n d  S pencer.
Greg, J a n e t a n d  Ian.
D o u g  a n d  his w om en. G raem e a n d  K e rry .
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'G e t y o u r Goddam n finger o u t o f  m y  Goddamn  
m o u th ! '
F o r once! I/Valkden-Brown 
w ith  h is m o u th  dosed.
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Eavesdropping again 
Larissa?
The . Jman and Zed.
Kris, TK and the Boss.
The Editor and Sandy.
The Three Stoogers
Pat and N ellie
Y oung love.
Iv o r and  Ivor.
E d ito r  and  Zed.
W hat's the sm ile fo r  Rodney?
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INTER COLLEGE COUNCIL
CONVENORS REPORT
The ICC social calendar started o ff with a boat trip 
and cabaret in ‘O’ Week. These were well supported 
and were most enjoyable. In March, the Maskerade 
Ball was held. A sum of $620 was raised in aid of the 
Victorian Bushfire’s appeal. There was free beer and 
wine for the first 2 hours, together with a Jazz band 
playing. This was seen as a compromise to an all 
inclusive ball.
In second semester, there were two social events — 
the ICC Cabaret at the end of the first week of lec­
tures to the ICC Ball held on the second last week of 
semester. The Ball was held at the City Hall. Unfor­
tunately it had a rather premature end, finishing IV2 
hours early, due to circumstances beyond our 
control. It was good while it lasted. Overall, this year, 
the cost of social events was kept to a minimum. 
Finally, I would like to thank my Social Committee, 
Martin Flynn, Naomi Beasley, Alison Overland and 
Doug McKinstry for their invaluable help thoughout 
the year.
RON CHANG
MASK ERADE BALL
The Mask-erade Ball, which was the first formal 
ICC Bali this year, was held in the University of 
Queensland’s Main Refectory on the 25th of March. 
It got underway at 6.30pm with free wine and beer 
for the first two hours, which many people thought 
was an excellent idea! During this time most people 
milled around, drank and in general, socialised while 
listening to a creditable jazz band.
When the jazz band finished playing and the ‘Happy 
Hour’ was over, the second band came on the scene. 
Their stints were punctuated by bouts of disco music 
from the D.J.
As the evenin wore on, the dance floor became very 
full indeed, as was the bar area, and the bar men were 
kept extremely busy all night.
Being a simple country gal, and this occasion being 
my first formal event, I was amazed to see all the men 
in black suits and bow ties. It was a vast improve­
ment on all the old stubbies and thongs. It was also 
rather exciting to see some of the sensational masks 
which some people sported and had obviously spent 
many an artistic hour perfecting. But most people, 
like myself, were given masks by the happy smiling 
I.H. faces at the door. These masks were either of 
the rounded or the Dame Edna Everage variety.
On the whole, this night was very well attended 
and a most enjoyable evening. But a big thanks must 
go to the ICC Committee and to all the I.H. people 
who helped organise, set up and finally, clean up the 
Refec afterwards.
ELAINE TAYLOR
Three lo ve ly  llq u o u re d  ladies.
I.C.C. BALL (CITY HALL RECONSIDERED)
The immediate focus of this paper is a matter that is 
indeed ambiguous, yet let it be known that my in­
tention on writing this paper is not to wade the 
waters of supercilious journalism, but to clearly 
delineate the events of the night and make demon­
strable, finally, the folfv lying beneath the clamour 
immediately antecedei ’ to the night of the I.C.C. 
Ball.
It was with an air of academic vision that I approach­
ed City Hall that night, only to find that I had been 
pre-empted, and that revels were irredemiably under 
way. The vista that lay before my eyes that night 
could only find comparison in the fields of Actium 
and Ypres, Cressy and Borodino. Couples lay in 
mindless embrace around the hallowed cloisters of 
King George Square; fountains, once sparkling and 
pristine, now fouled and foaming with ordure; 
pigeons, once the fine upstanding guardians of the 
Square huddled together in corners mercifully free 
o f the smoking tide, while others caught up, now 
wander, crazed and psychologically stunted, begging 
for crumbs to live. All this, before eight o ’clock.
As the night progressed I waded from bar to foyer to 
bar through a sea of discarded drinks, broken glass 
and inebriated revellers - all of whom grasped at my 
drink, desperate for son. thing to throw on the floor 
or pour on their compc.-lots. I was torn from their 
pathetic pleas as, throu( '■ the melee, I suddenly 
glimpsed a familiar face who gasped at me above the 
effluvia and was gone, a victim of the ball — and not 
the only one who died with an obscure smile on his 
face.
Undaunted, I leapt onto a passing table. Around me 
ballgoers wallowed in an unearthly concatenation of 
vapours and essences, that, in some places, must
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have been at least five feet deep. Above me, the 
light fittings and upper galleries were festooned with 
enough ladies’ underwear to make the Playtex sale 
look like laundry day at the Vatican, and to the 
far side of the hall I spied several members of a 
Ladies Bridge Club startle and take to flight through 
the shallows with a pack of policemen, brandishing 
toilet-fittings, in hot pursuit.
And then a cleaner appeared from the throng, who 
was one of the twelve, and he spoke unto us saying 
— “ OUR LORD Harvey has seen the folly and wicked 
ways that are in this place and is not amused, there 
SH ALL be a great wailing and ganshing, just you wait 
and see,” and so departed riding high on the saddle 
of his vacuum cleaner, his overalls a vision of trans­
cendence, in the grime and sleaze above which I 
periously floated. But the crowd which had now 
swelled to a multitude, grew angry, rose up, and 
CAST DOWN the prophet of Harvey wherein the 
other cleaners saw fit to perform the miracle of the 
glasses and alcohol. And the rabble marvelled as 
before their eyes plastic cups became glass and nine 
thousand shekels of alcohol became twenty thous­
and. Still the foul tide rose; stench filled the air, 
toilet fittings hurled through the air and the barbar 
decadence attained fever pitch. Outiside the cleane 
were summoning Lord Harvey.
AND THEN, from the East, beneath the SGIO clock 
our Lord Harvey manifested himself astride a burning 
chariot of gold, drawn by cherubim and seraphim 
and around the front were seen those little ball-type 
arrangements one hangs on Christmas trees and 
the crowds parted and formed again. And as he land­
ed the crowd hushed and swayed in awe and no 
sound above eighty decibels was heard, then OUR 
Lord Harvey, in his wrath, flung about him bolts of 
fireworks and free sun-huts until his disciples were 
appeased. Whereupon he spoke to the multitude in 
his wrath, casting them from that place where they 
were saying ‘Thou shalt not, even in three generations 
to come, and three generations beyond that, hold 
the I.C.C. Ball in ANY place wherein I am Lord and 
Father,” and the cleaners gave thanks to Lord Harvey 
in their obsequiousness and as he rose into the air 
fireworks erupted into the sky, the ground rumbled 
and heaved and the difice of the clocktower crumbled 
and heaved and fell away to reveal a huge phallus 
rampant against the evening sky.
M A R K  TAYLO R
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SUNDAY SUPPERS
REPORTS
International Houses’s traditional Sunday Suppers 
began this year with an introduction to Aussie 
tucker and culture. What unique food could this 
young country offer? Expectations were answered 
by a slice of pioneering spirit (damper) and a reman­
ant of the fighting days of the Australia and New 
Zealand Army Corps (Anzac bisucits). Entertain­
ment was provided by some of the more talented and 
adventurous (perhaps just gullible?) first years.
The hurriedly-assembled skit attempted to cover a 
wide range of Australiana. It began with the dis­
covery of ‘New Holland’ by Captain Cook and was 
quickly followed by habitation by convicts — ances­
tors now fashionable to claim. Perhaps the appear­
ance by Paul Hogan look-a-likes in their Australian 
‘uniform ’, of T-shirt, ‘stubbies’ shorts, thongs and 
handkerchief cap (designed to protect the delicate 
Australian nose), yelling the well-known welcome 
to Pommy bas . . . (oops!) to British gentlemen, was 
slightly ahead of its time!
Down through the centuries (all two of them) the 
troupe sang and danced their way, highlighting 
various Australian personalities. Dame Joan Suther­
land proved her prowess as the great operatic star 
followed by another Dame (somewhat further down 
the social ladder), the one and only Edna Everage. 
Away from the city to the outback, which was 
represented by a rendition of ‘Click Go the Shears’, 
and perhaps the greatest Australian ambassador — 
‘Waltzing Matilda’. More Australian folklore fo l­
lowed, and the proceedings culminating in a chorus, 
led by Rolf Harris, o f ‘Tie Me Kangaroo Down, 
Sport’ (‘sport’ being the equivalent to ‘mate’).
The next supper was a Malaysian dinner of curry, 
rice and Chinese mixed vegetables. Not knowing how 
much ‘hot stu ff’ the non-Asian students could sto­
mach, proved to be the crucial question in preparing 
the curry, but surprisingly, our traditional meat pie 
diehards took favourably to the spicy version of the 
two batches prepared.
Ironically, our next Sunday supper had its culinary 
origin from Malaysia, as Malaysian slaves accompan­
ied the Dtuch when settling South Africa. Babotie 
was the main dish, and like the description of South 
Africa as being a world in one country, to those who 
savour a ‘true’ curry, babotie is a world o f unimagin­
able tastes in the one curry. With sweet and south 
curried mince, studded with raisins and topped with 
a savoury baked custard, what more could one put in 
a curry. Anna and Narelle were awarded the Wolraad 
Woltemade medal for their bravery to peel and chop 
over 40 onions.
Dessert also reflected the complexity of cultures 
based in the country, with the use of brandy made in 
the true French tradition, in the brandy tart. If one 
isn’t already confused by the complexity of the meal, 
then a slide show by a non-‘Yarpy’ trying to explain 
the intrigue and beauty o f this country, hoppefully 
surprised a few sceptics.
Our Singaporean community brought us closer to 
home with the next supper of dim sims, spare-ribs
and rice. We all began to appreciate the enormity of 
cooking in vast quantities, and Betty gave handy 
hints on how to cook rice for 150 people without 
burning it. Slides also accompanied the meal, with 
some convincing statistics that explained how all 
those people live on that tiny island.
Another community that features prominently at 
college is the ‘Americans’, and they also put on a 
meal and show that delighted our watchful culinary 
committee. The dish combined the ideas and taste 
buds from the Midwest, East and South.
College swamp hermits and alligator hunters were 
treated to Chicken Gumbo with thicker than soup 
consistency, its origins from the backwoods of 
Louisiana. The chicken-fried steaks gets its name 
from the batter and comes from Texas, where the 
cowboys out on a long trail ride, welcomed the 
smell o f fresh veal dipped in flour, fried and served 
with smooth cream gravy. The pioneering spirit 
of the Americians differs remarkably from the 
Aussie damper.
Other delights included cornbread, green vegetables, 
iced tea, and the ever-popular apple crumble, a dish 
from where the true ‘Yanks’ live in New England. 
Pat amused us with his organisational technique in 
the presentation of slides, but the others were not 
out done when they described and showed us slides 
of th e ir ‘State of Origin’.
ERNEST VAN BURREN
'Y ip p i!  I've  done it '
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PHARMACY SHOP
After Cathy Tone’s noticeable departure from College 
at the end of the first semester, the much honoured 
and sought after position of ‘College Pharmacist’ 
fell vacant. A t the following Students Club Meeting, 
nominated by David Barmes, I was voted in, unop­
posed for that very position.
One evening about a week later, while still awaiting 
the arrival of the merchandise left over from the first 
semester, I was approached by an I.H. member 
interested in doing business. I explained the situation 
and suggested he tried salvaging the evening by trying 
a 24 hour chemist. Realising the consequences of a 
last minute rush for business prior to events such as 
Formal Dinner, the I.C.C. Ball and VD night, the 
following day I stocked up on a reserve supply of 
assorted contraceptives to ensure college was ‘secure’ 
for the night on such formal occasions.
However, apart from that first consultation, I have 
not received a single customer to date. Second se­
mester sales have been at an all-time low. I can only 
attribute this slump in business to factors such as 
the end of winter decline in ‘ indoor activities’, or 
possibly just the lack of publicity on my part.
Are I.H.¡ans finding their releases elsewhere?
This report should not discourage the prospects of 
those male members remaining in college for 1984. 
I can assure you, I.H. life is ‘healthy’ and ‘active’ !
SPENCER WILLMOTT
B.O.G.
In 1983, the Student Club members who sat on the 
Board of Governors were Theresa Walker and Thomas 
Lee, representing Overseas and Australian students 
respectively.
The function of ‘BOG reps’ as they are affectionate­
ly known, is simple — they provide a medium of com­
munication between, on the one hand, the student 
body at large, and on the other hand, the judicious 
gathering of ladies and gentlemen which determines 
the larger directions — financial, administrative, and 
ohterwise — of International House as a residential 
college.
This function was to a large extent, satisfied. A t both 
formal and informal levels, the ‘BOG reps’ were 
able to keep the Student Club informed o f news 
from the Board — concerning, in the main, the de­
layed construction o f the new dining hall. The 
‘BOG reps’, conversely, proyided first-hand accounts 
o f student activities, for example, the running of 
the I.C.C. The Board were generous enough in recog­
nizing student concern regarding financial assis­
tance for two students to attend a Colleges Con­
ference in Canberra.
Better use can however, be made of ‘BOG reps’ — 
especially to increase contact between the Board 
and students. They are in the best position to achieve 
this; something, perhaps, for future ‘BOG reps’ to 
keep in mind.
THOMAS LEE
In the first week o f first semester 1983, I took over 
the management of College Shop from Simon That­
cher.
Little did I realise the extent to which Thatcher had 
gone to keep the shop viable. Not only G-tower, but 
F-tower and the Warden’s Residence were in mortgage. 
But thanks to the support of the Cellar, Darren 
Anderson and a good understanding with the Bank 
Manager, I have managed to bring the shop back 
into the black, whilst keeping the mark-up to a bare 
minimum.
I would like to remark on the patience of Peter 
Callaghan over the past 12 months. One doesn’t 
realise the complications o f two signators to a cheque 
account until they’ve been in business with one such 
as myself. The commonwealth Bank has really been 
very understanding.
Some big boosts to the cash turn-over have been 
Naomi’s food intake, the purchase of a fridge and 
the wiping of credit which I would strongly advise 
my successor to uphold (mainly the latter of these 
three innovations).
Thank you to all the people who have assisted me in 
one way or another — Suzie, Blob, Jock, Nellie, 
Martin, etc. and in closing, let me say that the resur­
rection of shop from gutter to glory has been a 
challenge that any man in a life-time would be proud 
to have achieved.
Your ever-faithful servant, 
KEITH CHANDLER
DEBATING
There are only a couple o f things that I want to say 
about debating this year.
There exists a Catch-22 stiuation with the competi­
tion, in that very few people will be interested until 
its an I.C.C. recognised competition again. But that 
won’t happen until interest increases. I.H. lost its 
one debate of 1983 to Union College by a few 
points; thank you to Peter Grant, Kim Falkner and 
Eddie Goon Chew. Finally thank you to Martin 
Flynn for his enthusiastic and valiant attempt at 
maintaining a worthwhile competition.
DA VID HUNTER
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CELLAR
We bagan the year with $140, we ended the year with 
$1950. That probably best sums up the success of the 
cellar. All cellar club members deserve special thanks 
for the support they have given the club this year. 
I would like to thank personnally Keith Chandler 
for his committment and dedication and the other 
keyholders — Dog McKinstry, Mark Godfrey and 
the stand-ins, Liisa Isokangas, Naomi Beasley, Steve 
Falconer, Andrew Walkden-Brown for their support. 
We had our first free keg in second semester, how­
ever this didn’t go o ff as well as planned with most of 
the ten gallons being reduced to froth. This shouldn’t 
deter next year’s Grand Cellar Master David Thatcher, 
though, from hopefully putting on a keg during 
O Week ’84.
Soiree was again our biggest success with Keith Chan­
dler thoughtfully stepping in to run the bar during 
my absence. $3 500 worth of foreign beer disappear­
ed down parched Australian throats in approximately 
three and a half hours — not a bad effort.
Thanks once again to all cellar members who have 
made this a most enjoyable year and good luck for 
next year. Remember — ‘Religion may change, but 
beer and wine remain’ Hervey Alen.
DARREN ANDERSON
y T 0.4X v u r beef
The Hockey Team celebrates after their first 
win.
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CULINARY
The position of Culinary Convenor is very much 
what you make of it. In first semester it involved 
meetings with Peter Every, the Regional Manager 
o f Nationwide Food Services, on a regular basis and 
with Diane in the kitchen. It also involved some 
major problems which lead to my frequent quest­
ioning of the sanity of anyone who would bother 
to delve deeper than the salads.
In general, a Culinary Convenor should have no in­
terest in college, or the people who live in it. His or 
her interests must be entirely self and power ori­
ented, with particular attention being paid to fre­
quent staff sackings and any major upheavels which 
the Convenor feels will be suitably self-serving or 
disruptive to others. The proceeding sentences in 
this paragraph are for the benefit of anyone who is 
either simply, or thoughless enough to believe that a 
resident of this college who can be bothered taking 
an interest has the desire, ability or position to bring 
about any such changes. Simply because they are his 
or her wish.
I would like to thank the Culinary Committee and 
wish next year’s Convenor all the best. A healthy 
masochism is desirable in this position.
DAVID HUNTER 
ENVIRONMENT
Due to House Managers’ efforts in maintaining a 
high standard of cleanliness and cultivating the grass 
there was little left for the Environmental Committee 
to organise — an annual clean-up not being necessary. 
The only useful function of the committee was the 
cleaning of the shop area under G-tower, which was 
done fairly regularly by members o f the committee.
I would offer the suggestion that, perhpas now the 
role of the Environmental Committee is somewhat 
ambiguous and the 1984 Executive Committee at 
their first meeting should consider whether or not an 
Environmental Committee is necessary.
I would like to thank Martin Flynn, Mark Taylor, 
Anna-Riitta Ovaska, Janet Gibson and David Hunter 
for their support and help thoughout the year.
CHRISTINA ROGERS
the main problem occupying C.C.’s mind is FOOD! 
A t one stage in ’81, the situation was so desperate, 
he resorted to catching and eating a possum. The 
head and paws were gruesome gifts left for G-tower 
residents to find on the way to breakfast.
Another trail and tribulation occurred last year, 
dear old C.C. was sickened by rat poison. He was 
paralyzed, suffering from convulsions and ended up 
at the Vet Clinic for 3 days.
How could you resist C.C.? If you read Garfield or 
watch Sylvester Cat, Felix the Cat, and Tom and 
J erry, how about giving College Cat a fair go! ! !
ANON
COLLEGE CAT
Most of you would have seen a grey and whit resi­
dent in College hanging around tables with yellow, 
mournful eyes begging for any scrapes. (No, no . . . 
i t ’s not Vinda!) I t ’s Colige Cat (C.C.), a resident of 
over 4 years, who comes from a distinguished family 
of felines.
During Winter, his favourite place is in G-tower. 
(Just like any other male resident!!!!) He’s only 
searching tor food in the bins, and if he can't turn 
the girls on, she sleeps in the bins. One night with 
College Cat can’t be that bad!
You may have noticed the sudden boom in the C.C. 
population, but College Cat isn’t responsible. (Not 
like some men!) His assistance in expanding the cat 
population was ended years ago by a college vet resi­
dent.
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FACES O F ’83
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The Cooks
The Cleaners
The Yanks
67
BITS AND PIECES
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W ill i t  fit?
Elaine's birthday.
Pissed Again . . . Sober!
Breakfast at Tiffany 's.
B le  red what M r  Heinz?
E  ver presen t Beasley.
71
Big Boppers.
M att snares a ch ick i  e.
David, Marcia and Joe — happy.
Ken goes fishing.
Lea and Zed.
72
Trevor and Tracey.
73
Don t fight i t  ¡A/a/ko! Exp os ay.
1,^ . . 
- A
Food's o f f  again. 'F*@k you Mulligan'
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Track marshall.
Happy people are healthy people.
fc.
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Behind the scenes.
Sprung!
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Aaagh! Nothing like a good scratch.
Ivo r laying down the law.
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VALEDICTEES
KAIMANA ALEAMOTU'A 
DARREN ANDERSON 
NAOMI BEASLEY
Numbi
RODNEY BETTS 
PETER CALLAGHAN
Peter
RON WAH CHANG 
CHYE KIM SENG 
MARGARET DIAMOND 
FIONA DUNCAN 
WAYNE FORDAY 
PATRICK FOUNTAIN 
GREG GROVES 
SATOSHI HAMASHIMA 
JOANNE HEATON 
JIM HENRY 
HILLERY KEITH 
KIM MOO KEY 
SOOK JA LEE 
NEALE MULLIGAN
Spike
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MASA OZAWA 
TAKASHI OHYAMA 
CHRISTINA ROGERS 
GREG SEELEY 
VASITI SIKIVOU 
JOSEPH SWEET 
PATRICIA TAN 
MARK TAYLOR 
IAN WAITE 
WARREN WELLS 
ZENA WILDSOET
Foggy
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